
How to apply a vinyl sticker

Thank you for purchasing! <3

If you have never applied one of my vinyl stickers before, I will show 

you the best & easiest way to apply one to your vehicle.

Please read all of the instructions before applying the decals!

If you purhcased a "slap" decal, please refer to step 1,6 & the aftercare 

instructions only.

Step1:

Clean the area.

I recommend not using any products when cleaning the area you are 

applying the decal to. Just use some water and dry it completely with 

a microfiber. Certain chemicals can dissolve the adhesive of the 

decal, and therefore it wont stick for very long.

Step2:

Peeling off the backing from the decal.
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There are two sides to your sticker, there is the side that shows the 

decal, covered with the transfer tape, and then there is the back, 

where you will not be able to see the design of the sticker at all.

Put your vinyl sticker on a hard surface, putting it down so the back of 

the sticker is facing up. Slowly peel the back up, pushing down as 

you're peeling, allowing the sticker to stick to the transfer tape. If parts 

of your decal are not sticking to the tape, push the backing down 

again and apply pressure to get it to stick to the tape, and then try 

again. Continue with the process until the decal is completely stuck to 

the transfer tape.

Step3:

Now that your sticker is stuck to the tape, you can apply it to the 

surface of your choice.

Carefully place the sticker down to your desired area.

Step4:

Apply pressure to all areas of the sticker to ensure it is completely stuck 

to the surface. You can go over the transfer tape with the edge of a 

credit card to make sure it is completely stuck. 

Step5:

Slowly peel away the transfer tape, if letters are lifting, put the transfer 

tape back down and apply pressure to the area, repeating the 

process as needed until you can remove all of the transfer tape 

without any letters lifting.
I have specially chosen the brand of transfer tape and vinyl that i use 

to minimise this from happening.
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Step6:

All finished! Don't forget to take a photo and tag me on instagram for 

a repost!

@dopeasvinyl

AFTERCARE:

If your decal has fine lines/detail, please be careful when cleaning 
your car. Do not go over it roughly with microfibers, and keep it away 

from windscreen wipers. This is just a precaution so your decal can last 
as long as possible. This also goes for any metallic finish decal aside 

from the standard gold & silver. 

These decals are made to stick onto cars & windows, although they will 
stick to many other surfaces, I cannot guarentee they will stick for their 

entire lifespan to all surfaces.
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If there are any issues please let me know and I will be more than 

happy to help - In saying that, I love to hear positive feedback too! 

Have you seen my website? I give away a free sticker for all orders 

over $10 everytime you purchase one of my original designs!

www.dopeasvinyl.com

www.facebook.com/dopeasvinyl

0413 761 391
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